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Atomic Closer
"Dutch Crown 72-Joints in Less than 45 Seconds"

The process of closing pre-rolls is not only time-consuming but also the most 
expensive labor component in pre-roll manufacturing. The Atomic Closer 
automatic closing machine can significantly reduce labor costs and scale 
production especially when used in conjunction with other STM products.

Small - large high volume producers.

Overview

Target Market

Price

$49,000
Includes:  Atomic Closer, Patented
Compatible Joint Sizes:  70mm, 84mm, 98mm and 109mm, Custom

Compatible Tray Types:  72-Joint & 143-Joint*

Key 
Information

Dimensions: 32"L x 18W x 33"H

Weight: Approx. 125lb

Power: Standard 110/120v 5.1 amps full load

Competitors: Box FinishER at 3x the price 

Close a 72-joint tray every 45 seconds with a dutch crown. Fastest 
in its class.
Select joint size with a touch of a button.
Close joint sizes: 70mm, 84mm, 98mm and 109mm, Custom



Key
Features

Intuitive touch screen controls for e�ortless operation.
E�ortless cleaning and maintenance for hassle-free operation.
Designed for easy operation, maintenance and cleaning.
For use independently or with one-tray workflow system.*
Drastically Increase production by adding more machines.
Two-year warranty & top rated customer support. Best in Industry.

Frequently
Asked
Questions

What separates it from the competition?

There is no other machine on the market it like it at this price point 

which dramatically saves labor costs in the biggest pain point in the 

pre-roll production process. The Atomic Closer is easy to operate and 

clean in minutes, and is well-built from stainless steel & aluminum.

Twist vs Dutch crown finish?  

Many agree that the Dutch crown looks more professional and premium 

than the standard twist end. The most important reason to dutch crown 

may be for a better smoking experience without canoeing. Most of our 

competitors twist tie because, for a machine, it is easier. 

How does the Atomic Closer save money?

Closing joints is time consuming and labor costly. The Atomic Closer has 

a fast return on investment (ROI) in 3 major ways:

Does the Closer work with the One-Tray Workflow?

The Closer can function independently, however, works most e�ciently 

as part of the one-tray workflow process and with other STM 

machinery.

Can you use the Atomic Closer with other filling machines? 

You can use the Atomic Closer with other machines, such as the 

Knockbox. However, for it to work properly, joints need to be 

transferred to STM 72-joint trays which is why we recommend using the 

Closer with STM filling machines for the best e�ciency.

What joint sizes can the Atomic Closer crown?

The Atomic Closer can close 70mm dog walkers, 84mm, 98mm and both 

109 regular and 109 oversized pre-rolls. 

Drastically reduces labor costs by automating joint closing.
Automated closing allows for rapid scaling of production for 
more profits.
Re-allocate saved labor to other areas.



* 143-joint tray is not compatible with the one-tray workflow, only the 72-joint tray.

* One-tray workflow requires the use of STM 72-joint trays only.

Is the Atomic Closer easy to clean?

Cleaning the Atomic Closer is e�ortless in minutes with compressed air, 

isopropyl alcohol and/or soap in water.

Selling Point 
vs 
Competitors

Selling Points for the Atomic Closer:

Fastest Closer on the market which Dutch crowns - NO twisting.
Most cost e�ective solution for a professional Dutch Crown close.
Recover ROI in weeks/months with a substantial reduction in labor 
costs.
Rapidly scale output with automated pre-roll closing.
Compact & built from industrial grade metals and components.
Select joint size with a touch of a button on 7" touch screen.
Easy to operate, maintenance and clean within minutes.
All STM Products are designed and manufactured in the U.S.A.
2-year parts & labor warranty. One of the best in the industry.


